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Cognitive control has been extensively studied from Event-Related Potential (ERP) point of
view in visual modality using Stroop paradigms. Little work has been done in auditory
Stroop paradigms, and inconsistent conclusions have been reported, especially on the conflict detection stage of cognitive control. This study investigated the early ERP components
in an auditory Stroop paradigm, during which participants were asked to identify the volume
of spoken words and ignore the word meanings. A series of significant ERP components
were revealed that distinguished incongruent and congruent trials: two declined negative
polarity waves (the N1 and the N2) and three declined positive polarity wave (the P1, the P2
and the P3) over the fronto-central area for the incongruent trials. These early ERP components imply that both a perceptual stage and an identification stage exist in the auditory
Stroop effect. A 3-stage cognitive control model was thus proposed for a more detailed
description of the human cognitive control mechanism in the auditory Stroop tasks.

Introduction
One of the most intriguing challenges in cognitive neuroscience is to explain the precise neural
mechanisms that underlie cognitive control. A central question about the nature of cognitive
control is the temporal profiles of the mechanism [1–4].
Preliminarily, the conflict monitoring theory proposes a conflict detection stage and a conflict resolution stage involving in cognitive control [5, 6]. This theory has partially reflected the
temporal profiles of the cognitive control mechanism: the detection stage generates and transmits signals to specific brain areas that execute conflict resolution, while the resolution stage
represents the execution of conflict resolution. However, it is not very clear whether the conflicts produce cognitive control effects in the sensory processing stage.
The Stroop effect is an important experiment paradigm in the study of cognitive control
and conflict monitoring mechanism [7–16]. The Stroop effect, named after John Ridley Stroop,
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refers to the phenomenon when participants were presented with color-words and were
required to name the colors, slower and less accurate responses were revealed for the incongruent trials than for the congruent ones [17]. The incongruent stimuli consist of words with different colors and semantic meaning, and the congruent stimuli consist of color-meaning
corresponding words. Similar to the original Stroop effect, many extended paradigms have
been proposed in previous studies, for instance, the auditory Stroop paradigm [18], the emotional Stroop paradigm [19], and the spatial Stroop paradigm [20]. In addition to the classical
research fields such as attention, cognition and language, the Stroop effect has been employed
in recent studies to various other fields like memory [21–23], addiction [9, 24, 25] and emotion
[26–28]. The extensive usage of the Stroop paradigms indicating that the conflict control is a
core function of brain executive system involving many aspects of human performance, and
this function can be well characterize by studies using the Stroop paradigms.
Although a lot of evidence from many classical visual Stroop studies had proved the conflict
detection-resolution mechanism corresponding to the conflict monitoring theory, no significant conflict control effects in the perceptual stage have been observed. Some previous functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI) or positron emission tomography (PET) studies on
the visual Stroop paradigm had confirmed that the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) [3, 29, 30],
the medial and lateral prefrontal cortex (MPFC and LPFC) and the parietal lobe [31–33]
involve in cognitive control and conflict monitoring. Kerns found that a later ACC conflictrelated activity is a prediction of a subsequent increase in prefrontal cortex (PFC) activity and
behavioral adjustments, which means that the ACC’s function in visual Stroop effect is conflict
detection [2]. Such PET and FMRI studies have proved the existence of conflict detection-resolution mechanism. Meanwhile, the majority of ERP studies using the classical visual paradigm
also show correspondence with conflict monitoring theory. Liotti [34], Markela-Lerenc [15]
and West [35] had confirmed the conflict detection-resolution mechanism in their ERP studies. Furthermore, in another study, Larson and colleagues [36] employed a sequential analysis
to observe the short-term memory effect on these components, and found that the late slowwave component (representing the conflict resolution stage) indicated a significant sequential
effect, whereas the 450 ms component (the N450, the source of which located at the ACC, representing the conflict detection stage) had no such effect. These results suggested that the late
slow-wave component has a higher correlation with the conflict monitoring or conflict adaptation than the N450. Despite those conflict-related Stroop ERP components under different
experimental conditions (e.g. early components peaked at about 100 ms and 200 ms, later components after 300 ms and the slow-wave component), the previous studies in the classical visual
Stroop effect have casted light on the correlation of later conflict interference effects and conflict adjustment, while perceptual effects might have been ignored to some extent.
However, as what has been discussed for a long time, a complete cognitive control process
should include perceptual processes (such as a sensory process and an identification process)
before the decision making and responding [37]. Early ERP components always individually or
synthetically reflect such perceptual processes. Auditory version studies, in contrast with classical visual version studies, showed that cognitive control can modulate more automatic processing stage [7, 16].
From 1975, due to the great difference between the auditory and the visual modality, the
auditory Stroop effect began to attract people’s increasing attention in the cognitive control
mechanism study. In an auditory Stroop task, participants are typically required to respond to
the acoustic properties of speech stimuli, and ignore the word meanings [7, 38]. Comparing to
a visual paradigm, an auditory paradigm excludes the effect from word shape.
Several previous auditory Stroop studies tried to characterize a similar cognitive control
mechanism in the visual paradigms. Respectively, Hamers [39] and Cohen [40] performed the
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behavioral experiments for the auditory Stroop effect, and drew a consistent conclusion to the
visual one: incongruent auditory stimuli led to prolonged reaction time and less accuracy rate.
Afterwards, a series of behavioral auditory Stroop studies also supported this conclusion [7,
41–43]. Evidence from FMRI had also reported the same results. For instance, a FMRI research
on both the visual and the auditory Stroop effects proved the existence of similar conflictrelated brain areas in both paradigms (e.g. ACC, bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, anterior insula,
and parietal lobe) [44]. However, it is obvious that these behavioral or low-temporal-resolution
studies are not clear enough to confirm the precise temporal dynamics of the cognitive control
mechanism.
Due to the higher temporal-resolution, ERP studies are expected to obtain more valuable
and reliable results. Although several ERP studies have been done to the auditory Stroop tasks,
the results revealed some noticeable inconsistencies, especially in the conflict detection stage
[7, 16].
To our knowledge, only two ERP studies using auditory Stroop task had found both of the
early stage and the later stage of cognitive control, thus could provide little support for the
“supramodal” conflict detection-resolution mechanism. Donohue and Liotti [16] confirmed
the conflict detection-resolution mechanism in their auditory study. They found an early ERP
component peaked at 300 ms (called Ninc, 200 ms~500 ms) followed by a late-SP (late Sustained Positivity, from 500 ms to 800 ms), and proposed that these two components respectively corresponded to the N450 and the late-SP components in the former visual research
[34]. The sequential analysis they employed also suggested that the later stage mainly involved
in cognitive adaptation. Another earlier study conducted by Lew [45] provided evidence for
the Stroop interference effect in both perceptual and post-perceptual (or response) processes.
Unfortunately, other auditory ERP studies did not observed the complete conflict detectionresolution mechanism. For instance, Buzzell and his colleagues [46] demonstrated that the
Ninc is predictably modulated by individual differences in cognitive style and confirmed the
Ninc reliably indexes auditory Stroop conflict by an auditory spatial Stroop task. Henkin and
his colleagues [7] identified that the early N1 effect was modulated by cognitive control. However, no significant SP (Sustained Positivity) modulations were observed in their study.
A remarkable difference between the auditory and the visual study results is that the latencies of the Ninc or the N1 effects (which were regarded as the conflict detection stage) was different from the N450 found in the visual paradigm. The auditory model given by Donohue
[16] suggested that the 150 ms shorter latency of the Ninc than the N450 possibly due to the
inter-modality difference in cognitive control processing schedules. Additionally, it may also
due to the additional processing delay in the secondary cortex in visual processing (secondary
or association areas), or due to the simple two-choice nature of their experimental design [16].
Meanwhile, as the N1 modulation has been identified to represent the conflict detection in
other previous auditory tasks [47, 48], it may also exist in the auditory Stroop tasks. Previous
visual researches did not prove that the early modulations (the N1 effect and the Ninc)
involved in cognitive control possibly because of the higher automatic processing of the color
in the visual paradigm, or due to other paradigm limitations. Nonetheless, given such the N1
effects and the Ninc happened much earlier than the N450, auditory Stroop paradigm might be
more applicable to measure all modulations related to the early stage of cognitive control and
conflict monitoring.
Another debate is about the early stage of cognitive control itself—different ERP components were observed to represent the conflict detection stage in the previous ERP studies. Two
studies [7, 45] reported that the N1 component involved in the conflict monitoring and cognitive control mechanism, thus gave support to the point that the N1 modulation generates the
auditory modality-specific sensory signal (implemented the conflict detection stage) before the
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conflict resolution. Instead, other two studies [7, 16] identified Ninc as the index of conflict
detection but not N1 effect. It seems that both the Ninc and the N1 effect were produced by
auditory Stoop interference, but have not been identified simultaneously in one study.
Taken together, the conflict monitoring mechanism have not yet been well characterized in
the previous studies. The specific processes and the temporal files of the auditory Stroop effect
still require in-depth study and discussion. On one hand, exploring the interference effects of
auditory Stroop task would help us in obtaining a better understand of the similarities and differences between the auditory and the visual modalities, especially in the pre-execution stage of
cognitive control and conflict monitoring. On the other hand, it is necessary to perform further
analysis on the time course of the early ERP components in the auditory Stroop tasks, in order
to explore whether cognitive control can influence the early perceptual processes.
Another motivation of this study relates to the lingual factors in the Stroop effect. Besides
the extensive studies in English, it is necessary to perform different language situations for the
sake of comparing study. In the previous studies, Henkin et al. made an excellent supplement
to the general Stroop studies in English by using Hebrew [7]. In comparison with these languages, the oriental languages like Chinese version of the auditory Stroop almost got no attention. The use of Chinese stimuli has just got its start and the related researches were quite
insufficient [49]. Above all, studying those early perceptual ERP components in this oriental
languages version of the auditory Stroop task compared with other languages one mote the full
understanding of the cognitive control mechanism.
To confirm the existence of the conflict detection-resolution mechanism and the modulations of those early ERP components, the present study compared the present study with the
previous auditory Stroop studies. We hoped to find modulations of all those corresponding
early ERP components (the N1 effect and the Ninc) that relate to cognitive control, and draw
the conclusion that our auditory Stroop effect is similar to the other language versions. Furthermore, we wished to identify that the pre-execution stage of the cognitive control mechanism
contains two specific detection stages: a perceptual stage and an identification stage. Finally, by
synthesizing the present study with the previous studies, a more complete model of conflict
monitoring and cognitive control would be developed.
In previous studies, a common concern is about the physical differences between congruent
and incongruent conditions that might potentially drive different modulations in the early sensory components. We carefully designed balanced the congruent and incongruent stimuli sets.
Both sets contained the same physical attributes over the corresponding conditions: two words,
and each word have two loudness levels, two genders. Therefore, after respectively averaging
the congruent and the incongruent trials to get each ERPs and getting the difference of the two
ERPs by substruction, the ERP effects produced by the bottom level properties would be
completely eliminated. Therefore, any ERP modulation seen in the auditory components are
just subject to the differences of the stimuli type (congruent vs. incongruent). Besides, because
all our expected ERP effects should be located in the frontal and central areas, they are proposed to implement higher-order executive functions. In addition, one method was utilized for
improving the measurement accuracy in this study: analyses of mean amplitude over smaller
time intervals (in relative to the previous studies) in all periods after the stimulus onset to
ensure every modulation of interest ERP component could be well measured.

Method
2.1 Participants
21 healthy students from Harbin Institute of Technology (10 females and 11 males; age, 21~25
years, mean = 22.8) were invited to participate in this experiment. All of them were right-
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handed and none had a history of neurological disease. All had normal vision and normal hearing. All of the participants provide their written consent to participate in this study. The present study was approved by the applied ethics research center of the Harbin Institute of
Technology. Each participant was told the procedure of the task before following the instructions to complete the experiment. After the experiment they were paid for their participation.

2.2 Stimuli and Task
Auditory Stimuli were recorded by two adult (male and female, for eliminating the gender difference) native Chinese speakers, all stimuli were mixed uniformly and were presented
together. The congruent stimuli consisted of the word /Da/ (means loud voice) spoken loudly
and the word /Xiao/ (means low voice) spoken lowly. The incongruent stimuli consisted of the
word /Da/ spoken lowly and the word /Xiao/ spoken loudly. The loudness difference between
the low stimuli and the loud stimuli were adjusted at 20dB (low stimuli were 20dB lower than
the original recordings, which were used as loud stimuli). These two words have similar consonant structure and duration, and have similar appearance frequency in Chinese daily language.
Table 1 presents the main stimuli characteristics. Auditory stimuli were played out through the
AMD high definition audio device sound card and the HiVi h5 speaker. To avoid physical differences between two types of stimuli which might potentially influence the early sensory components, both the congruent and incongruent stimuli sets consisted of the same physical
attributes (two words, and each word have two loudness levels, two speaker-genders), hence
the experiment design had balanced the ERP effects produced by the bottom level properties of
two kinds of stimuli.
After electrode application, participants were seated in a comfortable chair in a quiet and
dimly lit room, approximately 60 cm in front of a computer screen. During the task, the
instructions were presented on the computer screen, which was auto-controlled by the Presentation 15.0. Keyboard was also placed in front of the participant (distance 30 cm). Only two
buttons were used: the upper button (") and the lower button (#).
Before the formal tasks, participants were asked to do some additional short tasks to get
familiar with the voice volume. Participants were then given a rest, and afterwards were asked
to click on the upper button (") to begin the task. During the task, participants were instructed
to fixate their eyes on a “+” located on the centre of the computer screen and respond as
quickly as possible when they heard the auditory stimuli.
In the task, participants were instructed to identify the volume of the stimuli and press the
upper button (") for a loud volume or the lower button (#) for a low volume, regardless of the
word meanings.
The task consisted of 320 trials. Four kinds of stimuli were randomly presented with equal
probability (0.25) by audio amplifier with a loudness limitation at 60 dB. The duration of every
auditory stimulus was 400 ms, and the interval between every two stimuli was randomly
adjusted to 2000, 2100, 2200, 2300 or 2400 ms.

2.3 Recording
Each participant’s brain electrical activity was continuously recorded from 64 sites on the scalp
using Ag/AgCl electrodes mounted in an elastic cap (NeuroScan Inc., Herndon, VA, USA), referenced to the reference electrode located at the middle of Fz and Cz (had been re-referenced
to the average of the left and right mastoids in the data processing). Amplifier settings were as
the following: band pass filter (0.01–100 Hz), sampling rate (1000 Hz), electrode impedance
(< 10 kO). Synchronous behavioral performance was recorded by the Presentation 15.0.
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Table 1. Stimulus List.
Stimuli (Word meaning)

Gender

Relative voice volume (dB)

Conditions

/Da/ (Loud voice)

male

0

Congruent

/Da/ (Loud voice)

male

-20

Incongruent

/Da/ (Loud voice)

female

0

Congruent

/Da/ (Loud voice)

female

-20

Incongruent

/Xiao/ (Low voice)

male

0

Incongruent

/Xiao/ (Low voice)

male

-20

Congruent

/Xiao/ (Low voice)

female

0

Incongruent

/Xiao/ (Low voice)

female

-20

Congruent

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137649.t001

2.4 Data Analysis
2.4.1 Offline EEG Data Analysis. Offline EEG data processing was performed by using
the Scan 4.5 (NeuroScan Inc., Herndon, VA, USA). Firstly, manually excluded trails which
containing large muscle artifacts or extreme voltage offsets (identified by visual inspection).
We then removed the VEOG from the raw EEG signals using a regression method (implemented by means of an algorithm after the manual setting of ocular artifact reduction parameters: trigger threshold (10%), minimum number of sweeps (20), and duration (400 ms)). Then
the EEG was segmented into the epochs from 200 ms pre-stimulus to 823 ms post-stimulus.
After epoching, the automated artifact rejection procedure were performed to reject trials in
which the voltage exceeded the normally defined criteria (70~150 μv). The automatic rejection
rate was limited to 20% (relative to the remaining trials of the manual rejection). Baseline correction was then performed for the artifact-free data. In the following steps, the data were averaged separately for each stimuli condition (incongruent or congruent), then the averaged EEG
data were re-referenced to the average of the left and right mastoids and digitally filtered with a
30 Hz low-pass filter. Finally, the grand average waveforms of all participants were computed
for each trial type, as well as for the difference waves (incongruent minus congruent).
2.4.2 Statistical Analysis of the ERP data. For the purpose of focusing on the early components and investigating the early ERP components more accurately, we applied a statistical
analysis method similar to the previous studies [16, 34], but with smaller time windows and in
broader post-stimulus periods. In some auditory cognitive control task, many studies consider
Fz and Cz as the most frequently analyzed locations since maximal amplitude for the N1, the
N2 and the MMN is achieved [50–53]. Therefore, 12 fronto-central electrodes (F1, Fz, F2, FC1,
FCz, FC2, C1, Cz, C2, CP1, CPz, CP2) were included in the analysis. Additionally, a smaller
consecutive time window (30 ms) for each response condition were employed in this present
study, because the modulations of the early ERPs components did not last more than 100 ms.
The software SPSS was used for statistical analysis. The statistical analysis was based on
within subject factorial models. The mean amplitude values for each 30 ms time window were
entered into repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with three repeated factors:
Laterality (left, midline, right), Frontality (frontal1, frontal2, central, parietal), and Trial Type
(congruent vs. incongruent). Significance was set at p < 0.05. Degrees of freedom were appropriately adjusted, with the Greenhouse—Geisser (if ε < 0.75) method or Huynh-Feldt method
(if 1 > ε >0.75). If one factor with more than two levels has the main effect, Post-hoc analysis
was conducted using the Bonferroni test. If the interactions between factors exist, simple effect
analysis was conducted to look at the effect of one factor at individual levels of the other factor.
2.4.3 Behavior Data Analysis. Accuracy and mean Response Times (RTs) of every participant were analyzed by SPSS software based on the paired-sample t test (two-tail) method.
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2.4.4 Topographic distributions Analysis. To study the distribution of the modulations
identified by the difference waves (incongruent minus congruent), topographic distributions of
the auditory Stroop effects were analyzed by using ERPLAB toolbox. Brain electrical activity
mapping for the mean amplitude values of each 30 ms time window at around the seven ERP
components (P1, N1, P2, N2, P3, Late-SW1, Late-SW2) were presented.

Results
3.1 Behavior
Fig 1 Shows the behavior analysis results. The accuracy analysis showed that the participants
were significantly more accurate for the congruent trials than for the incongruent ones (mean
error rates: 0.004% vs. 0.029%, SD = 0.0223, t (20) = 4.9750, p < 0.001). The RTs analysis
showed significant slower response for the incongruent trials than the congruent ones (mean
RTs: 793.7 ms vs. 718.4 ms, SD = 35.04, t (20) = 9.6123, p < 0.001).

3.2 ERPs
3.2.1 ERP components (P1, N1, P2, N2, P3 and Late-SW). 21 participants showed similar waveform morphology in the task including 6 ERP components: the P1, the N1, the P2, the
N2, the P3 and the Late-SW (Late slow wave). In this study, all ERP components were delayed
about 60 ms than which in other studies, because in this study all stimuli began at around 60
ms but not at 0 ms. These ERP components are presented in Figs 2 and 3. Fig 2 depicts the
grand average waveforms elicited by congruent versus incongruent stimuli in the auditory
Stroop task and the topographic distributions of such ERPs’ modulations identified by the
group averaged difference waves. Fig 3 depicts the group averaged difference waves (incongruent minus congruent) elicited by the auditory Stroop task.
By comparing the amplitude of the ERP waves (between the congruent and the incongruent
waves), and inspecting the difference waves (incongruent minus congruent), we identified the
main effects similar to (but not completely the same as) the previous auditory or visual Stroop
studies in other languages. Similar as the modulation of N2 (the Ninc) peaked at about 300 ms
[16], an central distribution declined negativity (the N2, 350~400 ms) between two declined
positivity (the P2, peaked around 300 ms; and the P3, peaked around 450 ms) was elicited by
the incongruent stimuli in this study. Similar to Henkin’s auditory Stroop study [7], an earlier
ERP modulation was found (for the N1, peaked around 200 ms). The N1 of the incongruent
trials was more positive than the congruent ones. The Late-SW of the incongruent trials was
more negative than the congruent ones in the frontal region while was more positive in the posterior region. Except for the above components, a significant declined P1 (peaked around 130
ms) for incongruent trials were also identified.
The amplitude of these ERP components (P1, N1, P2, N2, P3 and Late-SW) could reflected
the cognitive control and conflict processing in there modulations. From the group averaged
difference waves (Fig 3, incongruent minus congruent), we could more directly identify these
modulations that differentiated the ERPs elicited by incongruent trials from the ERPs elicited
by congruent ones. From the Fig 2, we can see that the first modulation reflecting greater positivity for congruent trials peaked at approximate 130 ms; the second modulation reflecting
greater negativity for congruent trials peaked at around 200 ms; the third modulation reflecting
greater positivity for congruent trials peaked at around 300 ms; the four modulation reflecting
greater negativity for the congruent trials beginning at approximate 360 ms; the fifth modulation reflecting greater positivity for congruent trials peaked at around 450 ms. Even though the
modulations directions were partly different from the previous findings, these five modulations
nonetheless reflected the electrophysiological expressions of pre-execution stage of cognitive
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Fig 1. The behavior analysis results.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137649.g001

control in the auditory Stroop effect. A repeated-measures ANOVA was employed to identify
such modulations.
3.2.2 Statistical Analyses. Table 2 shows the main significant results of the repeated-measures ANOVA for the post-stimulus ERPs. Main effects of Trial Type were showed in smaller
positive potentials for the incongruent trials relative to the congruent ones (the P1: 121~150
ms; the P2: 241~270 ms, 271~300 ms, 301~330 ms; the P3: 421~450 ms), whereas in smaller
negative potentials for incongruent trials relative to the congruent ones (the N1: 181~210 ms;
the N2: 331~360 ms, 361~390 ms; the Late-SW1: 481~510 ms, 511~540 ms, 541~570 ms,
571~600 ms, 601~630 ms, 631~660 ms, 661~690 ms; the Late-SW1: 691~720 ms, 721~750 ms,
751~780 ms). In addition, there were significant Trial Type effects with greater negativity for
the incongruent trials relative to the congruent ones (the N1: 211~240 ms; the Late-SW2:
781~810 ms).
Further simple effect analysis for the interaction effects showed significant main effects for
trial type in some region, as showed in below. Li reflected the Laterality, i = 1, 2, 3 (L1: left; L2:
middle; L3: right): Aj reflected the Frontality, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 (A1: frontal1; A2: frontal2; A3: central; A4: parietal)]. Table 3 shows the results of simple effect analyses.
Pre-execution Components:
P1 (121~150 ms): The successive analysis indicated that the difference between Trial Type
was significant for the middle (L2: F = 6.02, p = .023) and right (L3: F = 7.31, p = .014) brain
region, with a smaller positivity for the incongruent trials relative to the congruent ones.
P2 (241~330 ms): Simple effect analysis applied to the interactions for the P2 showed that
the difference between Trial Type was more significant for right frontal-central area than for
other areas [271~300 ms (L1: F = 18.17, p<0.001; L2: F = 20.88, p<0.001; L3: F = 23.75,
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Fig 2. The grand-average ERP waveforms for the five adjacent midline electrodes (elicited by the incongruent stimuli and the congruent ones) and
the topological distributions of such ERPs' modulations identified by the group averaged difference waves.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137649.g002
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Fig 3. The group averaged difference waves (Incongruent minus Congruent) for the five adjacent
midline electrodes showing the four modulations of the P1, the N1, the P2, the N2, the P3 and the LateSW.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137649.g003
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Table 2. Summary of results from ANOVA conducted for post-stimulus ERPs.
Trial Type

Trial Type *Laterality

Trial Type *Frontality

Trial Type *Laterality *Frontality

F = 5.6, p = .029

F = 8.3, p = .004

NS

NS

181~210

F = 10.4, p = .004

NS

NS

NS

211~240

F = 5.3, p = .032

NS

NS

NS

Times (ms)
P1
121~150
N1

P2
241~270

F = 19.4, p<0.001

NS

NS

NS

271~300

F = 21.3, p<0.001

F = 4.7, p = .021

NS

F = 2.7, p = .016

301~330

NS

F = 3.6, p = .042

NS

NS

331~360

F = 4.3, p = .05

NS

NS

F = 2.4, p = .032

361~390

NS

NS

NS

F = 2.6, p = .026

F = 7.4, p = .013

NS

NS

NS

481~510

F = 20.4, p<0.001

NS

NS

NS

511~540

F = 39.6, p<0.001

NS

NS

NS

541~570

F = 18.8, p<0.001

NS

NS

NS

571~600

F = 24.8, p<0.001

NS

NS

NS

601~630

F = 21.3, p<0.001

NS

F = 6.9, p = .004

NS

631~660

F = 9.7, p = .006

NS

F = 8.3, p = .003

NS

661~690

F = 7.1, p = .015

NS

F = 14.1, p<0.001

NS

N2

P3
421~450
Late-SW1

Late-SW2
691~720

NS

NS

F = 23.7, p<0.001

NS

721~750

NS

NS

F = 12.0, p = .001

NS

751~780

NS

NS

F = 16.1, p<0.001

NS

781~810

NS

NS

F = 14.6, p<0.001

NS

*: the interaction between two factors or among three ones;
NS: not signiﬁcant.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137649.t002

p<0.001); L1A1: F = 15.46, p = .001; L1A2: F = 17.41, p<0.001; L1A3: F = 19.25, p<0.001;
L1A4: F = 15.13, p = .001; L2A1: F = 14.87, p = .001; L2A2: F = 20.49, p<0.001; L2A3:
F = 22.13, p<0.001; L2A4: F = 20.93, p<0.001; L3A1: F = 17.93, p<0.001; L3A2: F = 27.95,
p<0.001; L3A3: F = 26.32, p<0.001; L3A4: F = 18.50, p<0.001]
N2 (331~390 ms): Significant simple effects were mainly found in the frontal region
[331~360 ms (L1A1: F = 6.38, p = .020; L1A2: F = 6.06, p = .023; L2A1: F = 5.40, p = .031;
L3A1: F = 4.84, p = .040); 361~390 ms (L1A1: F = 6.31, p = .021; L1A2: F = 6.21, p = .022;
L2A1: F = 6.05, p = .023)], and the center region [331~360 ms (L1A3: F = 5.55, p = .029);
361~390 ms (L1A3: F = 5.13, p = .035)] with a smaller negativity for the incongruent trials relative to the congruent ones.
Execution Components:
Late-SW1 (601~690 ms): Significant simple effects were mainly found in the central and the
posterior areas [601~630 ms (A3: F = 21.76, p<0.001; A4: F = 44.97, p<0.001); 630~660 ms
(A3: F = 10.25, p = .004; A4: F = 26.56, p<0.001); 661~690 ms (A3: F = 7.67, p = .012; A4:
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Table 3. Summary results of simple effect analyses.
Times (ms)

Trial Type
*Laterality

Trial Type
*Frontality

Trial Type
*Laterality
*Frontality

P1:
121~150

L2: F = 6.02,p = .023
L3: F = 7.31, p = .014

P2:
271~300

L1: F = 18.17, p<0.001

L1A1: F = 15.46,p = .001

L2: F = 20.88, p<0.001

L1A2: F = 17.41,p < .001

L3: F = 23.75, p<0.001

L1A3: F = 19.25,p < .001
L1A4: F = 15.13,p = .001
L2A1: F = 14.87,p = .001
L2A2: F = 20.49,p < .001
L2A3: F = 22.13,p < .001
L2A4: F = 20.93,p < .001
L3A1: F = 17.93,p < .001
L3A2: F = 27.95,p < .001
L3A3: F = 26.32,p < .001
L3A4: F = 18.50,p < .001

301~330

NS

NS

N2:
L1A1: F = 6.38, p = .020

331~360

L1A2: F = 6.06, p = .023
L1A3: F = 5.55, p = .029
L2A1: F = 5.40, p = .031
L3A1: F = 4.84, p = .040
L1A1: F = 6.31, p = .021

361~390

L1A2: F = 6.21, p = .022
L2A1: F = 6.05, p = .023
L1A3: F = 5.13, p = .035
Late-SW1:
601~630

A1: F = 9.60, p = .006
A2: F = 11.37, p = .003
A3: F = 21.76, p<0.001
A4: F = 44.97, p<0.001

631~660

A3: F = 10.25, p = .004

661~690

A3: F = 7.67, p = .012

A4: F = 26.56, p<0.001
A4: F = 25.87, p<0.001
Late-SW2:
691~720

A4: F = 19.45, p<0.001

721~750

A4: F = 12.50, p = .002

751~780

A4: F = 8.97, p = .007

781~810

A4: F = 4.80, p = .041

*: the interaction between two factors or among three ones;
NS: not signiﬁcant.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137649.t003
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F = 25.87, p<0.001)] and the frontal areas [601~630 ms (A1: F = 9.60, p = .006; A2: F = 11.37,
p = .003)] with a smaller negativity for the incongruent trials relative to the congruent ones.
Late-SW2 (691~810 ms): Significant simple effects were mainly found in the posterior region
[691~720 ms (A4: F = 19.45, p<0.001); 721~750 ms (A4: F = 12.50, p = .002); 751~780 ms (A4:
F = 8.97, p = .007); 781~810 ms (A4: F = 4.80, p = .041)] with a smaller negativity for the incongruent trials relative to the congruent ones.
As can be seen in the above results, three-way repeated measures analyses for each 30 ms
time window revealed a significant main effect of trial types in all identified ERP components.
Almost all the significant main effect of the pre-execution ERP components showed reduced
amplitude for the incongruent trials than for the congruent ones. Only the part of the LateSW2 and the N1 showed enhanced amplitude for the incongruent trials than for the congruent
ones. These effects reflected the different brain electrical activities between the incongruent
conditions and the congruent ones. Even though they did not continue from the beginning of
the information processing to the end of responses, they had reflected the time course of the
cognitive control by their different brain distribution.
3.2.3 Brain Electrical Activity Mapping. Topographic distribution for the difference
waves between the incongruent conditions and congruent ones are presented in Fig 4. All modulations of the pre-execution ERP components (P1, N1, P2, N2, P3) were distributed over the
frontal and the central region, while the Late-SW2 modulation was distributed over the postcentral and the parietal region.

Discussion
4.1 Behavior
The present study used the standard auditory Stroop paradigms like many previous auditory
Stroop studies and visual Stroop studies [54]. The results indicated that the Stroop effect were
well reflected in the tasks, and showed that there were significantly slower and less accurate
responses for incongruent stimuli versus congruent ones. The behavioral data of the present
study showed good correspondence with previous auditory or visual Stroop effect studies
which using other languages.

4.2 ERPs
The aim of the present study focused on exploring the details of the pre-execution ERP components in the auditory Stroop effect, and then confirmed the cognitive control and conflict monitoring mechanism in this study corresponded with which in the previous studies.
The event-related brain activity of this present study revealed seven ERP components (P1,
N1, P2, N2, P3, Late-SW1, Late-SW2). The modulations derived from these components showed
different details between incongruent and congruent stimuli, and reflected both a pre-execution
conflict effect and a response conflict effect. These results were generally compatible to previous
auditory studies [16, 45] and visual studies [34, 35], suggesting that the auditory cognitive control processing mechanism might be similar to the visual one on some levels. That is, the general
conflict detection-resolution mechanism in cognitive control is supramodal. Moreover, because
our oriental languages auditory Stroop effect is similar to the other language versions, it may be
concluded that cognitive control has the same mechanism under different language.
In spite of the response conflict effects, we aimed to precisely explore the pre-execution conflict effects, which showed more inconsistency in the previous studies. In those previous auditory studies, Donohue’s work [16] and Buzzell’s work [46] found that there was only an early
effect (the Ninc, at about 300 ms, around the N2) involved in conflict detection, and they did
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Fig 4. Brain electrical activity mapping (incongruent minus congruent) for the mean amplitude values
of each 30 ms time window at around the seven ERP components (P1, N1, P2, N2, P3, Late-SW1, LateSW2).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137649.g004
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not identify the modulations of other pre-execution ERP components. However, the other two
studies [7, 45] revealed an auditory modality-specific conflict-processing “signal”, suggesting
that the N1 is a mixed component that involves in the conflict detection. Particularly, the present study revealed significant effects both for the N1 and the Ninc. These results suggested that
there is a more complex pre-execution processing in cognitive control, and was reflected, at
least, in both the N1 and the Ninc.
4.2.1 Pre-execution Components’ Effects. Perceptual Components’ Modulations: the P1,
the N1 & the P2 effects.
Similar to the previous auditory Stroop studies [16], the first positive potential in the present
study was the P1. In this study, the P1 peaked at the frontal region, and the P1 modulation
peaked at the midfrontal area. Those previous auditory Stroop studies [7, 16] did not measure
or analyzed whether the P1 modulation was significantly affected by stimulus types. In this
study, we found the P1 was significantly declined by incongruent stimulus. Although P1 is considered an obligatory cortical AEPs (auditory evoked potentials) component of the cortical
[55], it has small amplitude and latency and P1 modulation was hard to be detected in many
experiments. However, our results actually provide a possibility to the points that P1 or other
earlier auditory evoked potentials can be modulated by cognitive control mechanism. By investigating data from a visual Stroop task, Klimesch et al. assumed that P1, a manifestation of an
evoked alpha wave, reflects a top-down process that "gate" the direction of information processing in the brain [56]. Therefore, in the auditory Stroop task, the P1 may reflect a subject’s
selection attention triggering a top-down early stimuli processing.
The first negative potential in this study is the N1 of AEPs, which is also an early ERP consciousness awakening component. Auditory N1 has several different subcomponents, and is
thought to be sensitive to the attention and the expectation of the sensory stimuli [48, 57]. In
the present study, the topography map for difference wave revealed that the N1 modulation
had frontal and central distribution. These results provided support to those conclusions in the
previous studies [7, 45] that the N1 modulation reveals an early cognitive control stage related
to conflict sensory detection.
Our repeated-measures ANOVA for the ERPs components found a significant effect for the
P2 (higher amplitude for congruent trials than incongruent ones). This effect was correspondence with Donohue’s study [16], as the Ninc effect they found exactly consisted of the P2 and
the P3 modulations (declined amplitude for incongruent trials). The P2 had left laterality and
was distributed over the central and frontal region. The topography map of difference wave also
revealed the P2 modulation distributed over the frontal and central region. P2 is typically related
to cognitive processes, such as working memory [58–60], semantic processing [61–63], etc.
Altogether, because of the cognitive functions of found by the previous studies and its left
laterality, the P2 modulation might involve in the complex pre-execution cognitive control
stages which are related to initial semantic information processing.
Identification Components’ Modulations: N2 & P3 effects. As for the N2 in the present
study, the modulation of this component was also distributed over the frontal and central
region in the topography map of difference wave. These findings are similar in temporal order
and scalp topography to two previous studies [16]. Donohue suggested that this effect might be
at least in part a modulation of N2c, which has been linked to conflict monitoring, and errorrelated detection [16]. In the present study, our data did not have enough error trials to analyze
this possible explanation.
Another possibility is that as the distribution of this effect was similar to the N2b component which is largest over the central region [57, 64], this N2 effect would at least partly
reflected an underlying categorization processing like N2b. Two ERP components, MMN (N2a)
and N2b, usually contribute to forming N2 [50]. N2b is usually related to detection of stimulus
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changes and phonological categorization [65, 66]. Therefore, the N2 should be regarded as a
pre-execution cognitive control process that categorizes the conflict stimuli information.
Based on the above concerns, we suggested that the N2 was an identification or categorization component. Neurally, the N2 modulation might play an important role in conflict recognition or identification during conflict monitoring, after conflict stimuli firstly pass through the
sensory cortex. It would reflect the coding of the conflict information for sending the signal to
the conflict control brain areas (executive cortex), in which the conflict resolution would be
executed and a response decision would be made.
Moreover, the N2 modulation have similar topological distribution as the N1 modulation,
step across the frontal high level region and the language processing region, but showed the left
laterality. This distribution suggested that the N2 modulation might reflected a cognitive control stage that involved in translate the execution command as psychological language before
signaling the right hand to do a right response.
For the P3 in this present study, it was a parietally maximal P3b component. The P3 amplitude was larger for the congruent stimuli than the incongruent ones. More strictly, this P3
might overlap the Late-SW1, and the delayed latency of the P3 cause to the significant results
in the statistic analysis for the P3 and the Late-SW1. The P3 latency have been proposed to be
influenced by the processes which are related to response selection and execution [67]. This P3
effect was also partly compatible with some P3 studies on ‘resource allocation’ theory [68] that
when a participant need more effort to handle the task, the amplitude of the P3 would be larger.
In another words, the incongruent stimulus might arouse cognitive control mechanism to
inhibit the resource allocation to irrelevant information, thus declined the amplitude of the P3
wave. Furthermore, the P3 modulation was distributed around frontal region and other region
except the parietal region. All in all, the P3 modulation might also reflected a pre-execution or
pre-motor cognitive control process.
Both the N2 modulation and the P3 modulation were distributed around pre-motor and
supplementary motor cortex (peaked at post-central region and pre-motor areas). It suggested
that the N2 and the P3 reflected the pre-motor control stage in cognitive control mechanism
that implement the function of signaling the execution cortex and resource allocation of motor
pre-execution or response selection.
4.2.2 Executive Components’ Modulation: the Late-SW. The late slow wave (Late-SW)
in this study had two sub-components: the Late-SW1 (from 500 to 690 ms) and the Late-SW2
(from 600 to 690 ms). Both the Late-SW1 and the Late-SW2 showed the enhanced positivity in
the posterior region. However, in the frontal region, the Late-SW1 showed more declined negativity amplitude for the incongruent trials than for the congruent ones, whereas the Late-SW2
had greater negativity amplitude for the incongruent stimulus than for the congruent ones.
Interestingly, the Late-SW1 might have some overlapping with the P3 effects, as the prolong
latency of the P3 might also cause to a sustained enhanced positivity potential. The modulation
of the Late-SW showed more significance in central and posterior areas, and continued
through the reaction time. Although in this study we focused attention on the pre-execution
effects, this the Late-SW effect obviously reflected a cognitive control stage which is related to
execution control and motor control. This Late-SW effect supported other two previous studies
[16, 45] that cognitive control can modulate post-perceptual (or response) processes, and represented the conflict resolution stage in the conflict monitoring mechanism.
4.2.3 Analysis strategies and experimental factors in obtaining different results in the preexecution ERP components or response conflict effect. It is worth noting that the modulations
of some pre-execution ERP components (P1, P2, P3), were not identified in the previous auditory
studies. Even the N1 effect, The Ninc were not found simultaneously. There were some limitations
in previous analysis strategies and experimental design might be the reasons of these omissions.
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An important possibility is the limitation of employing an oversize time window (for
instance, Donohue used 100 ms time windows) in amplitude-averaging before statistic analyses
(Donohue, Liotti et al. 2012), as the pre-execution ERP components usually do not last more
than 100 ms. Another possibility might be that some studies [16, 46] found different amplitudes (by comparing the incongruent and congruent conditions) in many pre-execution ERP
components, however their aiming to compare the results with previous studies led to a lack of
statistic analyses for other components (P1 and N1), or led to imprecise statistic analyses in
identifying specific components which related to the interference effect (P2 and P3). Besides,
their finding [16] might mix several ERP components’ modulations (P2, N2 and P3) as one
effect, and they roughly named this conflict effect as Ninc but did not precisely named it as the
specific ERP components’ modulations (i.e. N2 modulation, P2 modulation). Other two studies
using different analysis strategies which might avoid the above problems. However, their
results were limited in experimental factors as follow.
In addition to the limitation of the previous data analysis strategies mentioned above,
incomplete results of the previous studies might partly due to the experimental details, especially due to the stimuli they used. Henkin [7] employed Hebrew words that with the meaning
of /father/ or /mother/. However, the contrast between our stimuli and Donohue’s [16] shows
that his stimuli need more semantic processing to extract the property from the word (from
the speakers but not the words themselves). As mention above, the function of N2 might be the
categorization of the words, more semantic process might reduce the significance of the interference (semantic intrude physical dimension). Similarly, the P2 is an early semantic processing potential. Therefore, we suggested that Henkin’s research revealing no significance in the
N2 modulation and the P2 modulation is possibly due to the unnecessary semantic processing.
Lew’s stimuli [45] were similar as Henkin stimuli thus revealed similar significant interference
effect on N1 but not on N2 or P2. Meanwhile, Donohue’s stimuli [16] were similar to ours, different stimuli can be easily recognized by the first letter of the words, but he did not eliminate
the gender difference. His stimuli were spoken by one male speaker, and he did not ask the participants to do some additional tasks which can help them to distinguish the high and low
pitch. These two experimental factors might be the reason why Donohue’s did not find significant modulations in other pre-execution components. Buzzell’s stimuli also did not eliminate
the gender difference. In addition, Buzzell and colleagues had suggested that the reason for the
absence of SP effect in their study might be a relative lack of task difficulty in their experiment
[46]. This “relative lack of task difficulty” might partly derive from the sensory processing of
voice channel might be more automatic than voice pitch, speaker gender and voice volume,
which means the conflict between these physical properties and the word meanings need less
control. Thus, the sensory effects as well as the post-perceptual effect in their study were weaker
than in the others. For the similar reason, other studies might respectively showed an absence
of the post-perceptual effect [7] or showed an absence of the sensory effect [16].
Above all, such limitations in analysis strategies and experimental designs may much likely
cause to the incomplete and imprecise measurement of all modulations related to the early
stage of cognitive control and conflict monitoring. The present study successfully avoided such
limitations, and revealed a complete picture of the cognitive control and conflict monitoring
mechanism in the auditory Stroop effect.

4.3 Model of the Auditory Stroop Task
In combination with the behavioral data (the responses time were about 700 ms) and the
results of the previous studies, the ERP results of the present study indicated that there might
exist a more complicated cognitive control process which should contain three stages instead
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Fig 5. The three stages cognitive control model for auditory Stroop task.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137649.g005

of two (as what was identified in previous researches). Firstly, a perceptual stage representing
the complex cognitive control of conflict stimuli sensation is reflected in the combination of
the P1 modulation, the N1 modulation and the P2 modulation. Secondly, an identification
stage represents the cognitive control of pre-motor signaling (categorization or coding of the
conflict information) and is reflected in the combination of the N2 modulation and the P3
modulation. Finally, an execution stage finishes the conflict control and make a response decision/command, representing the conflict resolution, and is reflected in the Late-SW modulation. This cognitive control procedure might not only be presented in the auditory Stroop task,
but will also be identified from other auditory cognitive-control-related tasks.
Furthermore, combining with the previous works in the auditory Stroop effect, we characterized a new temporal model—the three stages cognitive control model of the auditory Stroop
task. As are showed in Fig 5, the P1 modulation, the N1 modulation and P2 modulation represent the first pre-execution cognitive control stage. The N2 modulation and the P3 modulation
is the second pre-execution cognitive control stage. And the Late-SW modulation is the final
stage of cognitive control mechanism.
Using this model, we will properly settle the differences of previous researches, as well as the
differences between our result and the previous results. All of the ERP waveforms from the previous auditory Stroop effect studies [7, 16, 45, 46] revealed modulations covered three stages of
cognitive control, however due to different research emphases (eg. Henkin et al. did not measure the P3 and the Late-SW modulations; Donohue et al and Buzzell et al did not measure the
N1 effect and the P1 effect, and they mixed the N2 modulations, the P2 ones and the P3 ones
as the Ninc; Lew et al. also did not respectively measure the N2 modulations and the P2 ones)
or some other experimental factors (the limitation of their stimuli or statistical time windows,
and the lack of task difficulty) mentioned above, they did not successfully identify significant
effect for every ERP component. Although inconsistency still remained, these results will not
hamper the three stage cognitive control model to be a universally applicable model for the
auditory cognitive control processes.

Conclusion
In the present study, the complete conflict monitoring and cognitive control mechanism especially the pre-execution stage of conflict monitoring, was well observed by using a oriental languages auditory Stroop paradigms.
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In the pre-execution stage, we found that the auditory Stroop effect reveals completed ERP
modulations (the modulations of P1, N1, P2, N2, P3) for conflict stimuli rather than non-conflict ones. This finding provides evidence for an auditory modality-specific conflict-processing
signal and a more detailed conflict monitoring or conflict detecting process in the complex
pre-execution stage than which was found in previous studies. In the conflict resolution stage,
the Late-SW component in the present study which corresponded to the SP effect in the previous studies was found.
More specifically, we proposed a new cognitive control model, the 3-stage cognitive control
model of the auditory Stroop task. The model indicated that a complete cognitive control process includes perceptual detection, identification detection, and conflict resolution during the
auditory Stroop task.
In general, the present study using the Chinese language had successfully provided evidence
for the conflict monitoring theory and complemented the previous auditory Stroop effect studies in other languages (English and Hebrew language). However, the reduction of the strength
of the “signal” (modulations of the pre-execution components) or the absence of the conflict
resolution stage would be the results of the limitations in analysis strategies and experimental
designs. Therefore, the exploration of the conflict monitoring and cognitive control mechanism
in the auditory Stroop paradigms should be carefully designed in future. Moreover, as ERP
technique doesn’t fully represent dynamics of EEG data, our further research is studying brain
oscillations mechanisms of auditory cognitive control processing.
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